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When doing preliminary research for how to do 
real-time programming on a Texas Instruments 
MSP430 or MSP432 using the tools supplied by TI, I 
found that there are very few, if any, tutorials for how 
to install, use, or achieve anything with those tools. 
The purpose of this project is to provide an example 
project for a new real-time programmer, so that they 
may use it as a springboard for further achievements 
with the TI-RTOS tools.  
 
The Texas Instruments MSP430 is a line of 
microcontroller units with a variety of features that 
are built around collecting and processing sensor 
data. Booster packs are also manufactured with 
additional sensors that can be attached to the unit. 
Although useful for many high-level projects, the 
TI-MSP430 Launchpad Development Kit line is a 
popular choice for student projects and is easily 
obtainable through many college campuses.  
 
Recently released is a new line of similar purpose 
microcontrollers, TI MSP432. These microcontrollers 
vastly improve on memory and available addresses, 
and have a few other hardware and software 
improvements.  
 
For this project, an MSP432P401R Launchpad 
Development Kit was used. The MSP432P401R is 
equipped with a GPIO, several LEDs of varying 
color, and two general purpose buttons.  
 

 
Photo taken from http://www.ti.com/tool/MSP-EXP432P401R 

 
The Building Automation Sensors BoosterPack 
Module is an expansion for  MSP430 and MSP432 
devices. It plugs into the GPIO of the microcontroller 
and provides temperature, humidity, hall effect, and 
ambient light sensors. Below is a photo of the device: 
 

  
Photo taken from 
http://www.ti.com/tool/BOOSTXL-BASSENSORS 

 
TI-RTOS is built with two schedulers - what appears 
to be a rate monotonic scheduler and a static priority, 
preemptive EDF scheduler.  
 
For this paper, I will be analyzing the code of one of 
the example projects for TI-RTOS, 
portableNative_MSP432P401R_tirtos_ccs.  
 
This example uses TI-RTOS to create a console over 
serial which, when requested, can return the internal 
temperature of the MSP432. It also has functions to 
quit the console, clear the screen, and bring up a 
‘help’ message.  
 
Unfortunately, this piece of code works only with the 
Building Automation Sensors Booster Pack. As I am 
not in possession of this booster pack, the code only 

http://www.ti.com/tool/MSP-EXP432P401R
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returned a die temperature of 0C, 0F. However, since 
the actual temperature reading is not important for 
this purpose, I will proceed as if the code performs as 
expected. 
 
Truthfully, my intention for this project was to use 
the Educational Booster Pack Mk II, a booster pack I 
am in possession of which has many sensors, to 
create a scheduler in Code Composer Studio or CCS 
Cloud. However, the vast majority of the time I put 
into that went to tracking down downloads, finding 
versions of various software that was able to work 
with other versions, reinstalling things over and over, 
and correcting code from TI that did not run as 
expected. I intend to finish that project at a later time, 
but for now I will give some insight into a piece of 
code that does work to increase your and my 
understanding of how TI-RTOS behaves when 
written correctly.  
 
The project contains the following files: a debugging 
output file, a configuration file, a .json file that can 
work with TI’s Runtime Object View (ROV) tool, 
two Readme files for the project itself, a Readme 
about the board to be used, three definition files for 
the board itself, a main file, and two other files for 
function definition, one for functions relating to the 
console and one for functions relating to the 
temperature sensor. I will focus on explaining the 
behavior of the final three files.  

main_tirtos.c 
 
The main file opens with a group of includes for error 
handling, the board used, the GPIO pins, and the 
Task.h header file.  
 
Task.h is vitally important to TI-RTOS. From the 
documentation page, “Tasks represent independent 
threads of control that conceptually execute functions 
in parallel within a single C program; in reality, 
concurrency is achieved by switching the processor 
from one task to another…. You can assign numeric 
priorities to tasks. Tasks are readied for execution in 
strict priority order; tasks of the same priority are 
scheduled on a first-come, first-served basis. The 
priority of the currently running task is never lower 

than the priority of any ready task. Conversely, the 
running task is preempted and re-scheduled for 
execution whenever there exists some ready task of 
higher priority.”  
 
In other words, Task.h provides the backbone of the 
Real-Time Programming in the TI - Real Time 
Operating System. With functions like Task_create(), 
Task_setPri() (setPriority), and Task_destruct() and 
Task_getIdleTask, it is capable of managing the 
scheduling, execution, preemption, and deletion of an 
entire program’s worth of tasks. It accomplishes this 
through stacks. Each task is allocated an individual 
run-time stack, to be populated with local variables 
and function calls. This stack is destroyed when the 
task finishes.  
 
After the includes, two Task_Handles are initialized, 
consoleHandle and temperatureHandle. These two 
handles will be used to create two separate task 
threads, one for the console and one for the 
temperature sensing.  
 
In the main() function, the board and a Task_Params 
struct are initialized. Task_Params is a struct defined 
in Task.h that includes information for the core on 
which the task is to run, two optional arguments for 
the task function, a priority for the task, a pointer to 
the task stack, and a flag for whether the task is vital.  
 
The Task_Params struct is then used to initialize a 
consoleThread task, which has priority 1 and a thread 
stack size of 1024. The temperatureThread task is 
then created, with a priority of 2. In TI-RTOS, a 
higher numerical value is associated with a higher 
priority. The higher priority for the temperature 
thread means that when the user calls for the 
temperature to be measured, that task can preempt the 
console until the measurement is retrieved.  
 
After this, GPIO_init() and BIOS_start() are called, 
the latter of which begins the TI-RTOS scheduler.  
 
   



console_tirtos.c 
 
The next piece of code in this project is 
console_tirtos.c, which manages the interactive serial 
console with which the user can communicate with 
the program.  
 

 
 
The file opens with an increased quantity of includes, 
including several for standard input and output, 
UART, GPIO, and a few more for TI-RTOS, 
including BIOS.h, Semaphore.h, and Hwi.h. Many 
strings are defined for the serial console to use, and 
the first semaphore of the program, consoleSem, is 
defined.  
 
According to “TI-RTOS Basics”, a file provided by 
Texas Instruments to try to help programmers get 
familiar with real-time programming the TI way in 
about four pages, a semaphore is “An object used to 
control access to a common resource. They can be 
used for task synchronization and mutual exclusion.” 
Semaphores can be either counting or binary. Binary 
semaphores keep track of whether a resource is 
available or unavailable, and a counting semaphore 
can keep updated the number of times the task has 
been called. The semaphore in this piece of code is 
only used to suspend the execution of the console 
thread until the temperature is read.  
 
Following this is the declaration of itoa(), a function 
which converts from an integer to a null-terminated 
string, and gpioButtonFxn(), which posts the 
semaphore if the UART is not enabled. Next is 
declared simpleConsole(), which provides the 
framework for the console in the above screenshot, 
including a large switch statement for the user’s 
choice of function.  In the case that the user selects ‘t’ 
for temperature, hardware interrupts are disabled, the 

temperature in C and F is read, and hardware 
interrupts are restored. The integers are converted to 
strings and output into the console.  
 

 
 
Again, these are the default temperature values when 
no reference values are available through the booster 
pack.  
 
Finally, consoleThread() is defined, with a few 
configuration settings depending on the board in use, 
GPIO configuration functions, and the initialization 
of UART.  
 

temperature_tirtos.c 
 
The final piece of code in this project begins with a 
block of include statements, similar to those of 
console_tirtos.c. Included this time is I2C.h, which 
will allow the code to retrieve information from the 
temperature sensor.  
 
In the next block of code, several addresses are 
defined for use by I2C for the register to find the 
temperature readings at. There are also two functions, 
sendAlert() and clearAlert(), which light and clear a 
warning LED if the temperature goes above 30C. 
 
Next, a semaphore handle is defined called 
setupTimer(). setupTimer gives a prescribed period 
of time for the program to retrieve the temperature 
readings. After this, the readings, whatever they are, 
will be returned to temperatureThread(). 
 
temperatureThread() is defined here, with handles for 
a semaphore, a clock, and an I2C connection. The 
GPIO is configured for the LED and temperature 
sensor, and then I2C_init() is called. The information 



stored in the TMP116 register is retrieved and placed 
into two buffers. This value is then transformed into 
temperatureC, and an algebraic formula is applied to 
produce temperatureF. During this, hardware 
interrupts are disabled, and they are restored 
afterwards, presu,ably to ensure that the values are 
not changed in the middle of the operation. A check 
is performed to see if the current temperature is too 
high, and the function ends.  
 

Conclusion  
 
The TI_RTOS library is robust, with management of 
many threads possible. However, using the 
framework is rather complex, and it is difficult to 
integrate code from multiple projects.  
 
The way that Texas Instruments handles Real-Time 
programming is intuitive if a programmer 
understands and follows the guide provided in 
“TI-RTOS Basics,” but concepts such as semaphores, 
mailboxes, and mutexes are unrelated to many of the 
theoretical concepts covered in EEL4932, and the 
scheduling is comparatively rudimentary for the 
complexity of code required to make the operating 
system work. 
 
There is room in the programming world for a 
scheduler that implements the concepts covered in 
EEL4932, as as far as I can tell, an industrial example 
does not exist.   



Links  
 
 
Product Links 
Texas Instruments MSP432P401R Launchpad 
Development Kit 
http://www.ti.com/tool/MSP-EXP432P401R 
 
Texas Instruments Building Automation Sensors 
Booster Pack 
http://www.ti.com/tool/BOOSTXL-BASSENSORS 
 
Download Links 
TI-RTOS download page 
http://software-dl.ti.com/dsps/dsps_public_sw/sdo_sb
/targetcontent/tirtos/index.html 
 
Documentation Links 
 
Documentation for TI-RTOS  
http://www.ti.com/lit/ug/spruhu4e/spruhu4e.pdf 
 
Documentation for ti.sysbios.knl.Task 
http://software-dl.ti.com/dsps/dsps_public_sw/sdo_sb
/targetcontent/sysbios/6_53_02_00/exports/bios_6_5
3_02_00/docs/cdoc/ti/sysbios/knl/Task.html 
 
Documentation for ti.sysbios.knl.Semaphore 
http://dev.ti.com/tirex/content/tirtos_tivac_2_16_00_
08/products/bios_6_45_01_29/docs/cdoc/ti/sysbios/k
nl/Semaphore.html 
 
Helpful Guides Links 
http://dev.ti.com/tirex/content/simplelink_msp432_sd
k_1_40_01_00/docs/simplelink_mcu_sdk/Quick_Star
t_Guide.html 
 
http://dev.ti.com/tirex/content/simplelink_academy_c
c2640r2sdk_1_12_00_00/modules/rtos_concepts/rtos
_concepts.html 
 
http://dev.ti.com/tirex/content/simplelink_academy_c
c2640r2sdk_1_12_00_00/modules/tirtos_basics/tirtos
_basics.html 
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